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Platform
Components



Hardware

(1) Trashbot (6) Gears (8) Pucks

Starting Trash MicroUSB (4) Axles
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Curriculum
50+ HOURS 

project-based
instructions

-interactive materials for
students and teachers
-video resources for
personalized learning

(site & district licenses available) 2



Software

TBlocks
coding app that establishes
the foundation for python

eductation
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Software

Building
(no coding)

Block Programming
(with TBlocks)

Text Programming
(with Python)

recommended for K-8th grade
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Partners &
Testimonials



12+ school districts
50+ schools
1000s of students

Who we've worked with
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and what they have to say about us
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I thoroughly enjoyed working
with Trashbots with my

students. It was the perfect tool
for them to explore design
thinking and allowed them

hands on time to experiment
and practice what they learned.

I look forward to using
trashbots again next year for

the same teaching unit."

"I have used several of your level
2 activities and plan to use the
python lessons in the future. I

read about them in the scholastic
math magazine in which your
trashbots were featured. I am
enjoying them and impressed

with their durability so far
because my students are by no

means careful."

"I read about Trashbots in
Enterpreneur almost a year

back. That was in my bucket for
my kid and this one played out

perfectly well. He unboxed it one
day back and is glued to it. Truly
world class and this achievement

from teenage enterpreneurs
makes it even more surreal."

Erin Levy, Gifted and Talented
Teacher at Cedar Creek
Elementary (Eanes ISD)

Em Nidiffer, Math Teacher,
SOAR Charter Academy

Rajesh Govindaraj, Parent



schedule a FREE 15-min
PRODUCT DEMOPRODUCT DEMO

sign up on our website!

learn how to get the most out of
our platform to expand your

students' problem solving skills
& stimulate their creativity
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